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The Unicode character set has been increased in last years until grouping more
than 100000 characters. We developed a classifier which can predict the n most
probable solutions to a given handwritten character in a smaller Unicode set.
Even with the size reduction we still have a classification problem with a big
number of classes (5488 in total) without any training sample. Before dealing
with this problem we performed some experiments on the UJI PEN dataset. In
these experiments we used two different data generation techniques, distortions
and variational autoencoders as generative models. We tried feature extraction
methods with both offline and online data. The generation along with the feature
extraction was tested in several models of neural networks like convolutional
networks or LSTM.
Keywords: Unicode, character recognition, neural network, data generation.
Resumen:
El conjunto de caracteres Unicode se ha incrementado en los últimos años hasta
llegar a agrupar más de 100000 caracteres. Hemos desarrollado un clasificador
que puede predecir las n clases más probables de un carácter escrito a mano
perteneciente a un conjunto más pequeño de caracteres Unicode. Incluso con la
reducción de tamaño todav́ıa tenemos un problema de clasificación con muchas
clases (5488 en total) sin ninguna muestra de entrenamiento. Antes de tratar
este problema hemos realizado algunos experimentos con el corpus UJI PEN. En
estos experimentos hemos utilizado dos técnicas de generación de datos, distor-
siones y el uso de variational autoencoders como modelos generativos. Hemos
probado diferentes métodos de extracción de caracteŕısticas tanto con datos of-
fline como con datos online. La generación y la extracción de caracteŕısticas han
sido probadas en diferentes modelos de redes neuronales como las redes convolu-
cionales o las LSTM.
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1. Introduction
At the end of the decade of 1980 Joseph D. Becker published a draft proposal
for an international and multilingual encoding for text characters, which later
was called Unicode. Some years later the Unicode Consortium was created like
a non-profit organization that was in change of the development of the Unicode
standard. In 1991 the Consortium published The Unicode Standard [3]. This
publication contains 7,161 character symbols with its correspondent Unicode rep-
resentation.
Nowadays Unicode is a computing industry standard for the consistent encod-
ing, representation, and handling of text expressed in most of the world’s writing
systems. The latest version of Unicode contains a repertoire of 128,237 characters
and still increasing.
1.1 Problem description
Due to the large increase in the number of characters collected by the Unicode
standard, searching for a character knowing only its graphic representation be-
comes a very expensive task. There is many web resources where all the possible
Unicode characters are shown in a table. They make the task easy but not enough
due to the large number of characters where we are looking for and the similarity
between them.
This project belongs to a contract between the company Wiris [57] and the
Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV). The goal is to develop a system which
retrieves the n nearest characters to a one we drawn. To develop this system we
need a classification system which receives online data and returns the n most
probable classes. These classification system must be able to deal with a large
amount of classes and be scalable due to the constant increasing of the amount of
characters in the Unicode set. In addition the system must be capable of classify
in a reasonable time to make the application useful.
In order to solve a simplified problem we reduced the whole Unicode list
to a smaller character set. In this new list we have 5.488 characters listed in
Annexed I: List of Unicode characters. This help us to reduce the dimensional
problem but don’t solve anything else. There is still so much classes and some of
them represents the same character with a different font. In addition we don’t
have any set with training data which we can start working. So we need to resort
to data generation techniques. We have to approximate the synthetic samples to
real samples to simulate human writing to improve the classification.
1.2 Objectives
The main objectives of this work are the next four:
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1. Obtain a set of labeled handwritten samples which contains all of our char-
acters.
2. Find a good representation of this images to train an statistical model.
3. Find an statistical model capable of deal with many classes and capable of
retrieve a score for every class to obtain the n with the higher score.
4. Find the best way to scale the previous model in the future to increase the
number of classes where the model have to choose.
All of this objectives along with it associated problems will be discussed in
the next sections in the same order as are proposed.
1.3 Related work
Character recognition systems have captured the attention of the AI research
community in the last years. One of the most known character dataset in this
scope is MNIST [30]. MNIST is a database of the digits between 0 and 9 which
contains 70000 handwritten images. This dataset has been used and is still used
a test set in scientific experiments. Whith this dataset several model have been
tested to compare its performance. Some of this models are k-nearest neighbours
, support vector machines and neural networks [32][27]. One of the best results is
achieved with neural networks with a 0.21% of error [56] so we can consider that
the task is solved but it is still used to try some different techniques.
MNIST dataset has not been used only to try classifier models, it was used
to try different methods of synthetic data generation. One of this methods is the
use of deformations like elastic distortions [46] or geometrical transformations [6].
Another is the use of generative models to generate new data training a model
with the real one, we can find examples with variational autoencoders [13] or
generative adversarial networks [14].
In our case we have two data sources where we can extract the features, online
data and offline data. To extract online data features we can find several methods
in literature, like the histograms of directions [33], the 8-directional features [7][5]
or adding derivatives and curvature information for every point [4]. With the
offline data some authors decided to use every pixel as a feature [29][27]. Some
others used a complex method to extract features like scale invariant feature




One of the biggest problem in this classification task is the number of training
samples that we have. We don’t have any sample for training, instead of this we
have every character rendered with a computer font style as we can see in the
example of Figure 2.1. Due to the big number of classes making an acquisition
of real samples become in a great expense of time or money. Instead of making
an acquisition we will develop a generator of synthetic labeled samples which
simulates the human handwriting starting from Unicode characters represented
in a computer font style.
Figure 2.1: Unicode character example
In the literature we can find several ways to generate synthetic data, but
we will focus on approaches based on character images due to the closeness to
our classification problem. Some authors decide to generate new samples by
means geometrical transformations applied to the original images, like transla-
tions, rotations, etc [52][26][53][54]. Even use these transformations along with
some other operations like thinning/thickening [52][54] or elastic distortions [46].
Some others approaches are based on generative models like boltzmann machines
[43], generative adversarial networks [14][36] or variational autoencoders [13]. We
will try try two methods. The first method will use geometrical transformations
applying elastic distortions before to the original image, we call this distortions
method. The second method will use a variational autoencoder (VAE) 2.2 to
generate new samples.
2.1 Distortions method
Distortions generation method is based on modifying an image using some de-
formations. We are going to list some of this deformations, the ones we used,
and briefly describe how they are made. Then we show the process that we
make to generate samples from an original sample to feed our statistical model.
As we said before we are going to use the original image, then we will apply a
elastic distortion on it and next we are going to use other deformations. This
deformations are basically affine transformations and aspect ratio modifications.
An affine transformation is a set of geometrical deformations. These deforma-
tions modify the geometrical structure of the image. The affine transformation
technique is typically used to correct for geometric distortions or deformations




The elastic distortions [46] are local deformations which induces a “wiggly” effect
in the image. The idea is generate two random displacement fields of size width
and height of the image respectively, with random numbers. Once we have the
displacement fields we convolved them with a Gaussian of standard deviation
which must be manually tuned. With our new displacement fields we calculate
the new values for every pixel in the image.
Figure 2.2: Elastic distortions on a character
We can see on Figure 2.2 the result of use the elastic distortions on a image.
As we can see the deformation are nearest to a character which can be drawn by
an human than the original. We are going to use the distorted image and apply
other deformations to generate our base dataset to train the statistical model.
2.1.2 Rotation
Rotation is a circular transformation around a point or an axis. In our case, we
will consider a rotation around an axis defined by the normal vector to the image
plane located at the center of the image. Where the angle of rotation in our
case will be between -30o and 30o. In the Figure 2.3 we can see an example of a
rotation over an image.
Figure 2.3: Rotation on a character
2.1.3 Shear
The transvection or shear mapping is another affine transformation which modify
position of an object. Applying a shear map to a set of points of the plane will
change all angles between them (except straight angles), and the length of any
line segment that is not parallel to the direction of displacement. In our case we
are going to share the same angle in both direction x and y to simulate an skew in
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the image as we can see in Figure 2.4. We can shear an image to right or to left,
in our case we use both to generate more samples and try to train our classifier
in a more general way.
Figure 2.4: Shear on a character
2.1.4 Modifying aspect ratio
The aspect ratio (AR) is the relation between width and height of an image. The
aspect ratio is expressed as two numbers separated by a colon. The values x and
y do not represent actual widths and heights. In our case we are always have a
square image were width is equal to height due to the feature extraction and the
padding so our aspect ration will be always 1:1. Resizing our images changing
the aspect ratio is another way to get new samples. We are going to generate
samples as we can see in Figure 2.5, modifying the aspect ratio making the image
higher or wider.
Figure 2.5: Aspect ratio modified
2.1.5 Generation pipeline
Several combinations of the previous distortions can be carried out. In our case
we use a static generation and them apply a random rotation to every sample
in order to generate different samples for every training step. This generation
returns the following eighteen samples:
• The original sample
• The original sample with aspect ratio 1:1.2
• The original sample with aspect ratio 1.2:1
• The original sample with shear to the left
• The original sample with to the right
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• The original sample with aspect ratio 1:1.2 and shear to the left
• The original sample with aspect ratio 1:1.2 and shear to the right
• The original sample with aspect ratio 1.2:1 and shear to the left
• The original sample with aspect ratio 1.2:1 and shear to the right
• The elastic distorted sample
• The elastic distorted sample with aspect ratio 1:1.2
• The elastic distorted sample with aspect ratio 1.2:1
• The elastic distorted sample with shear to the left
• The elastic distorted sample with to the right
• The elastic distorted sample with aspect ratio 1:1.2 and shear to the left
• The elastic distorted sample with aspect ratio 1:1.2 and shear to the right
• The elastic distorted sample with aspect ratio 1.2:1 and shear to the left
• The elastic distorted sample with aspect ratio 1.2:1 and shear to the right
Figure 2.6: Example of generation using distortions
In Figure 2.6 we have a example of generation with this method. At the left
we have the original image, then we got the eighteen images generated by our
process explained before without including rotations. They are not ordered as in
the list because we generate it in another order to reduce the memory usage.
2.2 Variational autoencoder
In this section instead of apply some transformations to our original images, we
are going to use a generative model. This model will be a variational autoencoder
(VAE) [25]. The VAE have two parts, encoder and decoder (Figure 2.7). The
encoder have the task of take the raw image and compress it in a lower represen-
tation. The decoder take this representation and decompress it in the original
image. The decoder and encoder stacks together and are training like a one single
network using back-propagation [41][40] where the input and the output are the
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original image. The point where encoder and decoder joins is the lower dimen-
sional space and its called latent space. The key idea in variational autoencoders
is that the latent space is forced to have a Gaussian distribution.
Figure 2.7: Variational autoencoder structure
To generate our samples once we have the VAE trained we take two original
samples with the same label and compress it with our encoder. With the two
representations in our latent space we make a linear interpolation between them.
We take several points between both and decompress it obtaining new samples
with the same label as the originals. In Figure 2.8 we have some examples of
generation with this method. On the left and on the right we have the original
samples and between them we have some samples obtained interpolating these
originals in the latent space.
Figure 2.8: Example of generation with VAE
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3. Object representation
In this chapter we are going to talk about how we preprocess the data to extract
some features using in our statistical model. Feature extraction addresses the
problem of finding the most compact and informative set of features, to improve
the learning process. Defining feature vectors remains the most common and
convenient means of data representation for classification problems. Choosing in-
formative, discriminating and independent features is a crucial step for effective
classification algorithms.
Our original data for every sample is a list of tuples representing the path
followed to draw the character. Every tuple has got two elements, the first one is
the position on the x-axis where the mouse is, the second element is the same but
in the y-axis. If we draw a straight line between the points of every consecutive
pair of tuples we got the image. As we are developing a classifier, we can use
both, the raw image (offline data) and the list of tuples (online data). Due to the
different preprocessing for each of them we are going to describe it separately.
3.1 Online data
The online data can be seen as the path point by point that we had followed to
draw the full image. Every point have 2 values, its position of the x-coordinate
or abscissa and its position of the y-coordinate or ordinate. The main problem
of this representation is the variability of the length. That is, every sample has a
different number of elements, this doesn’t affect to our feature extraction method
but it will do in our statistical model and we will see in the next chapter. If we
look at the Figure 3.1 we can distinguish two different traces, one for the exterior
circle and other for the letter C.
Figure 3.1: Copyright handwriting example
During the years many techniques have been proposed for the extraction of
characteristics of these representation. One of the most used is based on the idea
to codify the angle of the line which join two points and the x-axis in one of the
8-directional axes [5] [7]. Instead of this approach we tried another one using the





• New trace flag
• Normalized first derivative
• Normalized second derivative
• Curvature
Where the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate are normalized. The third pa-
rameter is a boolean value which indicates if a non consecutive line starts (the
pen ups and go down in another point), these flag isn’t used in the article [4]
because the analyze every trace separately and we are going to process all traces
together. The first and second derivatives are obtained for the x-coordinate point
and for the y-coordinate point. Finally the curvature is calculating using both
derivatives for x-coordinate and for y-coordinate.
With this feature extraction method we got 8 features for every point in a
trace. We have different trace length so we need an statistical model which can
deal with dimension variations and we will see the proposed model later. We
decide to use this approach in order to increase the size of the representation
and with it the information. The 8-directional axes method [5] [7] simplify the
representation using a discrete space. With our method instead of bounding it,
we are adding more information to every tuple of points.
3.2 Offline data
To obtain the offline data from the online data, we draw a straight line between
the points of every consecutive pair of tuples. With this we obtain an image rep-
resenting the handwritten character. Our characters will be a matrix of pixels in
gray scale, that is, we will have an integer value between 0 and 255 for every point
in the image. In computer vision history have been developed many techniques
to extract features from an image. Maybe the most used some years ago is to
obtain SIFT descriptors [35] or the Fisher Kernel [38]. In our case we will feed
the statistical model with the raw image. Our feature extraction for images will
consist on obtaining the smallest bounding box where all the black pixels can be
contained with a some padding to make the width equal to the height and then
re-size this bounding box to a fixed size. In the next section we will see how our
statistical model can deal with the raw image. We decided to use the raw image
instead of using other feature extraction method because we want to be able to
classify in a reasonable time.
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4. Statistical model: Neural
networks
To solve our classification task we need a statistical model which takes the feature
vector and returns a score for every class. The score is necessary to short the
classes and return the n best predictions. This model also must be able to deal
with high number of classes due to the amount of Unicode characters and predict
in a reasonable amount of time. We choose neural networks because we can found
examples in the literature where the neural networks deal with a big number of
classes [22][16]. The neural networks can also retrieve a score for every class if
we use one hot encoding. They can predict in an acceptable time if the topology
of the network are small enough and we take advantage with it parallelism capa-
bilities.
In the next sections we are going to talk about some different neural network
structures that we will use for our experiments. We will start with the multi
layer perceptron (MLP). Then we are going to introduce the convolutional neural
networks (CNN) with its convolutional and pooling layers. To end with the neural
network structures we are going to talk about recurrent neural networks along
with a special layer called long short term memory (LSTM) and a special way to
stack two of them to create a layer called bidirectional long short term memory
(BLSTM). To end with the chapter we will briefly explain how they learn the
discriminant function and some resources to prevent the overfitting.
4.1 Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP)
The perceptron [39] is a statistical model which learns a linear discriminant func-
tion combining a set of weights with the feature vector. The multi layer per-
ceptron (MLP) is a combination of several perceptrons along with nonlinear ac-
tivation functions in order to be able of learn nonlinear discriminant functions.
A MLP consists of multiple layers of nodes in a directed graph, with each layer
fully connected to the next one. Each node is called neuron and its followed by
a nonlinear activation function except the input layer.
4.2 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
CNNs have been used as early as the nineties to solve character recognition tasks
[29]. In CNNs we have got convolutional layers along with some optional pooling
layers. In convolutional layers instead of having a weight for every input we have
a set of filters called kernels, every kernel has a list of weights. The convolution
operator between a image I and a kernel K is the result of applying the convo-
lution to every pixel where the center of the filter can be position and don’t get
out of the boundary of the image. The convolution operator between a window
and a kernel with the same dimensions consist on the sum of the element wise
multiplication between the window and the kernel.In the Figure 4.1 we can see an
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example. We can add some padding to the edges of the original image to avoid
the dimensionality reduction after applying the convolution. The padding could
take different values, in our case we are going to extend the image with the same
values that we got in the edges.
Figure 4.1: Convolution operator [55]
The max pooling operator decreases the dimension of your data simply by
taking only the maximum input from a fixed region. As the convolutional layer
this layer acts with a sliding window of a fixed size but instead of multiply the
values it takes the biggest in the window. In Figure 4.2 we have an example of
a max pooling layer with a kernel size of 2 x 2 and a stride (distance that we
move the window to the next step) of 2. In practice the pooling layer not only
helps to reduce the dimensionality, it reduces in a small factor the shift variability
between samples.
Figure 4.2: Maxpooling operator [55]
A convolutional neural network (Figure 4.3) is the combination of several
convolutional and pooling layers in the same way that we do with the multilayer
perceptron. It is common to add some fully connected layers at the end to
adjust the dimensionality to the output target. Convolutional neural network
architectures are not just used in image tasks [50] [18], they are also used in some
different task like tweet sentiment classification [45], speech recognition [2] and
some other task [31][23].
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Figure 4.3: Convolutional neural network example [47]
4.3 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
Every neural network which has one or more recurrent layers is called recurrent
neural network (RNN). This layers are normally used for sequences or some data
with time dependencies. We can see in Figure 4.4 a example of a recurrent layer
whit dimension one. In a recurrent layer the output in a time t will be used in
t+1 multiplied by a weight which will be learning as all the other weights. We
can see the layer unfold in three instants of time.
Figure 4.4: Recurrent layer example [8]
The idea behind RNNs, introduced in the decade of 1980 in [42], is to make
use of sequential information. In a fully connected or a convolutional neural
network we assume that all inputs (and outputs) are independent of each other.
RNNs are called recurrent because they perform the same task for every element
of a sequence, with the output being depended on the previous computations.
Another way to think about RNNs is that they have a “memory” which captures
information about what has been calculated so far. In theory RNNs can make use
of information in arbitrarily long sequences, but in practice they are limited to
looking back only a few steps due to the vanish gradient problem. We are going
to use this network to solve the difference of length between different characters
with online features.
4.3.1 Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks
Bidirectional RNNs [44] are based on the idea that the output at time t may not
only depend on the previous elements in the sequence, but also future elements.
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Then, we will have two recurrent layers, the forward layer which explores the
data from left to right and the backward layer which explores the data from right
to left (Figure 4.5). For example, to predict a missing word in a sequence you
want to look at both the left and the right context. Bidirectional RNNs are quite
simple. They are just two RNNs stacked on top of each other. The output is
then computed based on the hidden state of both RNNs.
Figure 4.5: Bidirectional recurrent layer example [15]
4.3.2 Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
The LSTM [19] networks don’t have a fundamentally different architecture from
RNNs, but they use a different function to compute the hidden state. The memory
in LSTMs are called cells and you can think of them as black boxes that take
as input the previous state h(t-1) and current input x(t). Internally these cells
(Figure 4.6) decide what to keep in (and what to erase from) memory. They
then combine the previous state, the current memory, and the input. It turns out
that these types of units are very efficient at capturing long-term dependencies
avoiding the gradient vanish problem.
Figure 4.6: Long Short Term Memory cell [10]
As we said in the previous section we can have two recurrent layers, the
forward layer which explores the data from left to right and the backward layer
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which explores the data from right to left and instead of having simple recurrent
layers we can substitute it for LSTM. This networks are called Bidirectional Long
Short Term Memory (BLSTM).
4.4 Learning process
In our classification task the objective of the learning process is to find a set of
weights that map any input to its correct output. This is in an optimal solution.
In order to approximate the weights to the optimal we are going to learn in a
supervised way. It means that we train the neural network with both the input
and the expected output. Then it is possible to calculate the error based on the
target’s output and the calculated one. Then the difference between both (gra-
dient) is used to update the weights using the back-propagation algorithm [41][40].
To avoid our classifier fits too much to the training data (overfitting) we
have found in the literature some techniques with reduce it. One of the simplest
and basics is to shuffle the training set every epoch, this makes the gradients of
the back-propagation changes and learn the classes in different order every time.
Other two techniques we are going to describe, that are recent and no so simple,
are Dropout [48] and batch normalization [21].
4.4.1 Dropout
The dropout [48] is a technique which consist in simulate malfunction in some
neurons. This force the neurons to learn a more general function due to in
every train batch we change the neurons which are disabled. In training phase
we decide a percentage of neurons which will be disable in every layer. Then
randomly neurons disable its output. In test phase all the neurons will be active
so we multiply the output of a layer by the percentage of dropout. In the Figure
4.7 we can see an example of a network in training phase.
Figure 4.7: Dropout representation [48]
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4.4.2 Batch normalization
Batch normalization [21] is an operation usually made to the output of a layer
before the activation function. It is made to solve the covariate shift problem.
Covariate shift is the change in the distribution of the covariates specifically, that
is, the independent variables. This is normally due to changes in state of latent
variables, which could be temporal (even changes to the stationary of a tempo-
ral process), or spatial, or less obvious. Batch normalization also helps to avoid
overfitting due to it acts as a regularization operation too.
Batch normalization is based on the idea that we train our neural network
with mini-batches (group of samples together) instead of sample by sample. In the
recent frameworks for neural networks (like Tensorflow [1] or Theano [51]). Batch
normalization operator uses the median and the variance of the actual batch to
normalize the data. Batch normalization was firstly thinking for fully connected
layers but in some recent publications we can see it used in convolutions [18].
And some recent studies applied it to recurrent neural networks [28] [11].
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5. Experiments
To perform our experiments first we need a dataset. The dataset we need must
be based on handwritten characters with every sample annotated at stroke level,
that means that the dataset must have the path followed by the pen instead of
the image, so we can extract online features and at the same time we can draw
the character to extract offline features. The chosen dataset is UJI PEN [34] and
we will describe it in the next section. In order to define our models we divide
them in 3 categories. The first one is based on recurrent neural network to deal
with variability in sample length when we use the online features. The second
one uses fully connected and convolutional layers to recognize the offline images.
And the last one uses a combination of previous models to take advantage of the
two feature extraction methods.
All these models was programmed in Python using the library Keras [9]. Keras
is a high-level neural network API, written in Python and capable of running on
top of either TensorFlow [1] or Theano [51]. In our case we used Theano as back
end for easy setup with CUDA [37] to be executed in a graphics processing unit
(GPU).
5.1 Dataset: UJI PEN
The UJI pen character database is a set of handwritten character sample with
every sample annotated at stroke level. The database has two versions. The first
version (Figure 5.1) consist on a set of 26 ASCII letters (lower and uppercase)
and 10 digits (from 0 to 9) written by 11 writers, from Universitat Jaume I (UJI).
The classification task is a 35-class one because they have not considered a dif-
ferent class for each different character: each one of the 26 letters is considered
as a case-independent class, there are 9 additional classes for non-zero digits, and
the zero is included in the same class as o’s. The handwriting samples were col-
lected on a Toshiba Portégé M400 Tablet PC using its cordless stylus. Only X
and Y coordinate information was recorded along the strokes by the acquisition
program, without pressure level values or timing information.
Figure 5.1: UJI pen v1 characters example [34]
The second version is an extension of the first adding 49 writers, carried out
at Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV) with 44 writers and UJI with 5
writers. These dataset consist on:
• The 52 ASCII letters, including uppercase and lowercase letters.
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• 14 Spanish non-ASCII letters: ñ, Ñ, vowels with acute accent (10 charac-
ters), ü and Ü.
• The 10 digits from 0 to 9.
• Punctuation and other symbols(. , ; : ? ! ’ ’ ( ) % - @ <>$ ¿ ¡ ♂ ♀ e )
In total we have 97 classes with 120 samples per label (11640 samples in
total). Our approach consists on divide the dataset in 50 % for training, 5 % for
validation and 45 % for testing. We divide our generation in two, the first one
using distortions and the second one using variational autoencoder (VAE). With
the first one we generate 18 new samples for every original so we obtain a total of
1080 samples for label, 104760 for training. With the VAE technique we generate
464 samples for class obtaining 45008 samples in total. The generation method
used in first places include the original samples in the set, the VAE technique
doesn’t include the original samples. In Table 5.1 we have a summary of how
many samples we got for every set including validation and test partitions.









5820 45008 50828 104760 582 5238
5.2 Online features
As we said before we will use recurrent neural network to deal with variability
in sample length. The neural networks we are going to use in this section are
compose by a recurrent layer which receives the features as input, stack all the
information in an array and process it using fully connected layers. The problem
with the variability in sample length is that we only can train one sample at a
time instead of a group of samples at a time (batch). In order to reduce the
training time we group the samples with the same length which allows us to
make batches at the same length. This technique is known as bucketing [24].
In previous section we mention the generation of synthetic samples in order to
improve the generalization of our classifier, in this section we don’t have and easy
way to create new labeled samples so we only use the real samples to train our
neural networks and see how good we can classify.
5.2.1 Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
Our first approach with recurrent neural networks was the LSTM, and we tried
three different topologies. These three neural network structures are shown in
Figure 5.2. We start from a very basic topology and try to improve it with a few
changes.
The first one (the model at the left) is a very simple neural network with one
LSTM layer with 128 neurons which condense all the time information in a 128
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dimensional vector followed to it 2 more hidden layers with 256 and 128 neurons
respectively with Relu activation.
The second one is based on the previous one. The only change that we did was
adding another LSTM layer after the first LSTM, so the layer who will resume
the time information will be the second one instead of the first.
The third and last topology we tried is the model 3, it is based on the second
topology but we duplicated the number of neurons in the second LSTM layer and
in the two fully connected layers.
Figure 5.2: LSTM models
In Table 5.2 we shown the results of training the three previous models with
the original data partition for train and evaluate its accuracy with the test parti-
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tion. All the models have been trained the same number of epochs (400). All the
fully connected layers had batch normalization applied and a dropout coefficient
of 20 %. We choose the epoch with the best accuracy obtained in the validation
set and then evaluate with the test set, the error percentage with the test are
written in the table.
Table 5.2: LSTM results
Error
Model 1 62,39 %
Model 2 30,09 %
Model 3 34,53 %
As we can see adding a new LSTM layer improves a lot the results but in-
creasing the dimensions of the layers doesn’t improve the accuracy. As we can
see increasing the size of the neural network not always improve the classifier,
but we are talking with a limited number of epochs due to the time of execution,
a bigger neural network has more parameters and need more time to learn the
optimal values for every one. In the next section we will compare the use of a
simple LSTM layer with the use of two of them as a layer called bidirectional
long short term memory, one to read the features from left to right and other
from right to left.
5.2.2 Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (BLSTM)
In order to try to improve our last results we repeat the experiment with BLSTM
instead of LSTM. As we can see in Figure 5.3 the topologies are the same as in
the previous section but instead of using LSTM we use BLSTM.
As we did in the previous section, we train for only 400 epoch using batch
normalization and a 20 % of dropout in the fully connected layers. In Table
5.3 we shown the best results obtained in one of these 400 epoch for every model
along with the previous results of the LSTM in order to see the difference between
them. As we say before, a bigger neural network requires more epochs and data
to train but due to the time limitations and the neural network training speed
we limited the epochs to 400 as we do in the previous section to make a fair
comparison.
Table 5.3: BLSTM results
LSTM error BLSTM error
model 1 62,39 % 61,40 %
model 2 30,09 % 28,76
model 3 34,53 % 35,66
The results shows a little improvement in two of the three models, as we said
before, it may be due to the insufficient number of epochs along with the size of
the corpus. The model 2 using BLSTM will be used later to combine it with a
classifier which take care of offline features to try to improve our results.
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Figure 5.3: BLSTM models
5.3 Offline features
In this section we are going to use the raw image, every pixel will be one feature,
so our feature vector will be of 4900 features (70x70 pixels). We are going to
compare multilayer perceptron (only fully connected layers) with convolutional
neural networks. In this section we are going to compare the two generation
methods, the distortion one with the variational autoencoder (VAE) one. As we
said before we have 5820 original samples, 45008 generated with the variational
autoencoder (VAE) and 104760 generated with the distortions.
5.3.1 Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP)
Before feeding our neural network with our images we transformed the image in a
linear vector (from a 70x70 matrix to a 4900 vector), and then it was normalized
with mean 0 and a variance of 1. In Figure 5.4 are shown the three topologies
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which we experimented. All of these models are formed by three hidden layers
along with batch normalization and a 20 % of dropout rate for every one. We train
every model 150 epochs with four different set of data, only the original ones, only
the generated with the VAE method, the originals besides the generated with the
VAE and finally the generated with distortions.
Figure 5.4: MLP models
In Table 5.4 we have got the results of the experiments. We can see that
the generation of synthetic samples improve our models accuracy. In our case
the generation with distortions far exceeds the results the generation with the
VAE along with the originals. As we said before not the biggest model (model 2)
achieve the best accuracy, in this case the model 3 with the data generated with
distortions gets the best score even when the model 2 obtain a best accuracy with
only the original data.
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Table 5.4: MLP results
Model Error
Originals VAE VAE and originals Distortions
Model 1 45,57 % 62,56 % 50,4 % 26,69 %
Model 2 39,39 % 66,25 % 47,4 % 30,47 %
Model 3 45,53 % 68,33 % 49,04 % 25,49 %
5.3.2 Convolutional neural network (CNN)
The experiments with convolutional neural networks followed the same direction
as the previous. We tried three different models. Unlike the previous sections
we tried more complex models as discussed below. The models was trained 150
epochs using batch normalization in both layers, convolutional and fully connect-
ed.
Figure 5.5: CNN model 1
The first model we tried is shown in Figure 5.5. It is composed of 3 block
of convolutions, each block have two consecutive convolutional layers and a max
pooling layer. Each block has a parameter which indicates the number of kernels
used in the convolutional layers, the size of these kernels is fixed on a size of 5x5
and the max pooling layer uses a 2x2 window and a stride of 2.
Figure 5.6: CNN model 2
The second model is represented in Figure 5.6. In this case we have 6 block
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of convolutions, each block is constituted with a convolutional layer and a max
pooling layer. Every block has two parameters, the first one is the number of
kernels used in this convolution and the second one the height and width of the
kernels (the kernels we used are squared). Every max pooling layer uses a window
of 2x2 and a stride of 2.
The third model we used is based on GoogLeNet [50], this is a complex model
which was the winner in 2014 of the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition
Challenge (ILSVRC). The neural was called inception due to the topology of the
network along to the way to join convolutional layers in the same level. In Figure
5.7 we can see how it is represented a block in this network. The basic idea is
to filter the output of the previous layer with three different convolutional layers
along with a max pooling layer and concatenate it’s outputs. We made some
changes to the original network to adapt it to the size of our data.
Figure 5.7: Inception block [50]
In table 5.5 we can see the architecture for our inception model. We can see in
every row the layer (or block) that we are using in this depth level. In the second
column the sizes of the kernels along with the strides. In third column we have
the output size of this layer in height x width x channels. The other columns
are specifically for the inception blocks, for every row the number is the amount
of kernels used and the column title is the kernel size except if the have reduce
after, in this case it reefers to the 1x1 convolutional layer before the nxn layer.
In the case of pool column it is the number of kernels used in the 1x1 convolution
before 3x3 max pooling. Every convolution has got padding to avoid modifying
the size. The last layer is a fully connected layer with a softmax activation.
As it is said in the article [50], we use two auxiliary outputs, one after the
inception block 4a and another after the inception block 4d shown in Table 5.5.
This auxiliary outputs have the same topology. First an average pooling with a
windows size of 5x5 and stride of 3. Then a convolutional layers with 128 kernels
of 1x1. After that a fully connected layer with size of 1024 and a dropout rate of
70 % followed by another fully connected layer with the same size as the number
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inception (3a) 35x35x256 64 96 128 16 32 32
inception (3b) 35x35x480 128 128 192 32 96 64
max-pool 2x2/2 17x17x480
inception (4a) 17x17x512 192 96 208 16 48 64
inception (4b) 17x17x512 160 112 224 24 64 64
inception (4c) 17x17x512 128 128 256 24 64 64
inception (4d) 17x17x528 112 144 288 32 64 64
inception (4e) 17x17x832 256 160 320 32 128 128
max-pool 2x2/2 8x8x832
inception (5a) 8x8x832 256 160 320 32 128 128




of labels with a softmax activation function. This two auxiliary outputs helps
the network to learn more easily the weights at the beginning.
In Table 5.6 are shown the results of the experiments with the CNN’s models
besides the results with the MLP’s models. As we can see, all the convolutional
neural network improve the accuracy obtained by the MLP’s. In our future model
to classify Unicode characters we will use convolutional networks to deal with the
offline data. In the next section we are going to use both data online and offline
to see if adding information helps to the classification.
Table 5.6: CNN and MLP results







Model 1 45,57 % 62,56 % 50,4 % 26,69 %
Model 2 39,39 % 66,25 % 47,40 % 30,47 %
Model 3 45,53 % 68,33 % 49,04 % 25,49 %
Convolutional
Model 1 19,66 % 36,48 % 23,35 % 18,98 %
Model 2 18,21 % 40,76 % 22,17 % 15,75 %
Model 3 16,35 % 29,95 % 19,64 % 15,33 %
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5.4 Combining features
In this section we are going to use both, online data and offline data together to
classify. We are going to try two ways to use this information. The first way is to
make a linear combination of the best classifier for every type of feature, model 2
of the BLSTM’s and model 3 of the CNN’s. The second way is to create a neural
network which accepts two inputs, first input will take the online features and
the second input the offline features and train it like one classifier.
5.4.1 Linear combination
Every classifier we had trained had as the output the posterior probability thanks
to the softmax activation function and the one hot encoding. We can make a lin-
ear combination of the probability of one model with another. As we have the
two classifiers trained. The first one is the model 2 using BLSTM’s trained only
with the original data with the online feature extraction method. The second
one is the model 3 (inception model) using CNN’s, we are going to use the model
trained with the data created using the distortions due to it’s good performance.
Figure 5.8: Linear combination results
We have plotted the error in Figure 5.8. We made several experiments varying
the weights for every model. In the x-axis we have the value of the weight for the
BLSTM model, for the CNN model the weight will be 1 less the weight of the
BLSTM. The best result obtained was with a weight of 0.3 for the BLSTM (0.7
for CNN) where the error was a 14,08 %. The best result obtained with CNN
was 15,33 % and with the BLSTM was 28,76 % so we can say that the linear
combination improves the results if we found the perfect weight for every one and
in any case the result are worse than the baddest model alone.
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5.4.2 Early fusion
In this case instead of using the two classifiers we are going to join the two fea-
ture extraction methods in one. To deal with it we need a neural network which
accepts two inputs, first input will take the online features and the second input
the offline features. In Figure 5.9 we can see the neural network that we used for
this experiment.
Figure 5.9: Two inputs neural network
The network joins two basic approaches, in one hand we have tho BLSTM’s
which take care of the online features, in the other hand we have three blocks,
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each block is formed by a convolutional layer follow by a max pooling layer. The
output of this two path joins in a flat vector which feeds two fully connected
layers. This network has been trained 150 epoch. Every fully connected layer
have applied batch normalization and have a dropout coefficient of 20 %.














In Table 5.7 are shown the best result obtained in every category. Only using
the online features, only using offline features, with the linear combination and
with the neural network with both types of features. As we can see the best result
was obtained with the linear combination and the worse with only the online
features. We can say that in this experiment adding the online features don’t
help our neural network to improve this can be due to we add more parameter
to be stimated and we don’t increase our number of training samples.
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6. Demo
In order to make easy the testing of our classifier, we developed a demo hosted
in http://transcriptorium.eu/demots/unicode/demo.html. Our demo is a simple
web page (Figure 6.1) where we can draw a character and submit it to the server
to get the n nearest Unicode characters. We tried two approaches to return the
solutions. The fist one is to return a constant number of solutions, we consider
10 solutions a good number. the second one is to return solutions till the sum of
the scores, in our case the posterior probability, is greater than a threshold. We
choose to use the first method due to sometimes where the character classification
is not so precise the probabilities are so small that we return a big number of
solutions.
Figure 6.1: Demo web page
In the case of the classifier model we choose to use offline data along with
the model 2 (Figure 5.6) of convolutional neural networks. We could choose the
model 3 which achieved best accuracy on the UJI Pen dataset but we decided to
use the the model 2 due to the time of predictions. The model 2 can classify a
sample in less than 2 seconds and the model 3 needs more than 7. Both models
where tested in CPU because the server where the demo is hosted don’t have a
GPU.
Figure 6.2: Example of predictions
In Figure 6.2 we got some examples of real characters classified. In the first
column we have got the characters that were drawn in the demo, before classify
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them we extract the minimal bounding box which contains the character and
resize it to our predefined dimensions with the same aspect ratio. From the




In section 1.2 we previously define four objectives which guides our methodology
to finally develop the demo and in the future the final system. The objectives
along with its proposed solution are the next:
• In first place we have to obtain a set of labeled handwritten samples which
contains all of our characters. We tried two different ways to generate data,
the first one using distortions to the original data and the second one using
a variational autoencoder. We used the first technique due to its good re-
sults and the second needs some more data than the originals. We can use
both together but we will discuss in the section Future work.
• In second place we have to find a good representation which we can train
our neural network. In this case we have to choose to representation, one
for online data and another for offline data. In the case of online data we
choose use the derivatives along with the curvature. For the offline data we
use the normalized image as the representation. As we said in the section
Experiments the models which gets the offline features as the input gets
better results than the ones which takes the online features.
• In the third objective we have to choose the statistical model which deal
with the data. We choose neural networks which in our experiments don’t
have problems with the big number of classes and return the posterior prob-
ability for every class given a sample. So the n best solutions proposed by
our model will be the n with higher probability. To measure how well work
this approach along with the feature extraction we choose we used the UJI
PEN [34] character database. The best result was obtained with a liner
combination between the best model which takes online data and the best
which takes offline data.
• The last objective is to scale the model to classify in a bigger set of char-
acters. We didn’t talk about this before, and we will discuss later on next
section 8.2. We will propose some approaches to include the whole Unicode
set. The most easy way to include them is to substitute the last layer in
the neural network with one of the size of the new number of classes and




In the problem we are dealing with, there are two main areas where we can
improve. This areas are the data and the models. In the data section (8.1) we
will describe the work we could do to improve our data quantity and quality. In
models section we will deal with the issues of scalability and precision.
8.1 Data
The first step to increase our data quantity is the logic step, generate more. The
simple way to do this is to introduce new distortions in our generation. One of
these distortions could be a four point perspective transform (Figure 8.1). Where
we simulate to see the character from a different point of view.
Figure 8.1: Four point perspective transform
Another way to increase our data generation is to join our two proposal meth-
ods, the distortion approach and the variational autoencoder (VAE) one. First
we can do a base generation with the distortion method and the with the gener-
ated samples we can use our VAE to generate more from every pair of samples
with the same label. These generation could also be done on the fly during the
neural network training.
In favour of increasing our data quality we can make an acquisition of real
samples with the tool that we developed. This collection can be small and then
be increased with our distortion method or with the VAE. We also could save the
stroke information, extract its online features and make a generation of online
features with the VAE using some recurrent layer which can deal with it.
8.2 Models
We will center in this section in two features to improve, precision and scalabil-
ity. The precision of our model can’t be measured in an objective way due to
we haven’t got a real set to test our model, we only can measure it subjectively
making test by our own with a few characters. We saw that the chosen model
is based on a state-of-the-art classifier for ImageNet in 2014 [12] [50]. We can
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improve our model with the use of residual networks [18], densely connected resid-
ual networks [20], residual of residual networks [58] or even the new version of
GoogLeNet [49] which uses residual connections along with its inception model.
Another improvement can be achieved if we make an acquisition of real samples
an we use the strokes to obtain online features and we combine them with the
offline features as we shown in the section 5.4.
The second area is scalability. As we said in the beginning, the recent Unicode
character set contain more than 128,000 characters, in our case we are only using
less than 5,500. The logic step is to repeat all the process we make with the
whole Unicode character set, but it will be slow and if the Unicode set increase
this model can’t scale to accept them all. Another way is to substitute the last
layer with another fully connected with the size of the number of classes and
train the whole network with a few epoch taking advantage of the other layers of
the network that are trained with the small set. There is other alternatives, the
one we would choose is to use our actual neural network as a feature extractor
for images. We could cut our neural network near to the end and get this layer
output as a feature vector. Then we can use another algorithm which can be
easily scalable like k nearest neighbour to classify our new samples. To increase
our character set which can be recognized we only have to add new classes samples
to the search space. Another approach is to use one classifier to every class, this
classifier predict the probability that a sample is from this class. To add new
classes we only need to train new classifiers.
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A. Annexed I: List of Unicode
characters
U0009, U000a, U000D, U0020, U0021, U0022, U0023, U0024, U0025, U0026,
U0027, U0028, U0029, U002a, U002b, U002c, U002d, U002e, U002f, U0030,
U0031, U0032, U0033, U0034, U0035, U0036, U0037, U0038, U0039, U003a,
U003b, U003c, U003d, U003e, U003f, U0040, U0041, U0042, U0043, U0044,
U0045, U0046, U0047, U0048, U0049, U004a, U004b, U004c, U004d, U004e,
U004f, U0050, U0051, U0052, U0053, U0054, U0055, U0056, U0057, U0058,
U0059, U005a, U005b, U005c, U005d, U005e, U005f, U0060, U0061, U0062,
U0063, U0064, U0065, U0066, U0067, U0068, U0069, U006a, U006b, U006c,
U006d, U006e, U006f, U0070, U0071, U0072, U0073, U0074, U0075, U0076,
U0077, U0078, U0079, U007a, U007b, U007c, U007d, U007e, U00a0, U00a1,
U00a2, U00a3, U00a4, U00a5, U00a6, U00a7, U00a8, U00a9, U00aa, U00ab,
U00ac, U00ad, U00ae, U00af, U00b0, U00b1, U00b2, U00b3, U00b4, U00b5,
U00b6, U00b7, U00b8, U00b9, U00ba, U00bb, U00bc, U00bd, U00be, U00bf,
U00c0, U00c1, U00c2, U00c3, U00c4, U00c5, U00c6, U00c7, U00c8, U00c9, U00ca,
U00cb, U00cc, U00cd, U00ce, U00cf, U00d0, U00d1, U00d2, U00d3, U00d4,
U00d5, U00d6, U00d7, U00d8, U00d9, U00da, U00db, U00dc, U00dd, U00de,
U00df, U00e0, U00e1, U00e2, U00e3, U00e4, U00e5, U00e6, U00e7, U00e8, U00e9,
U00ea, U00eb, U00ec, U00ed, U00ee, U00ef, U00f0, U00f1, U00f2, U00f3, U00f4,
U00f5, U00f6, U00f7, U00f8, U00f9, U00fa, U00fb, U00fc, U00fd, U00fe, U00ff,
U0100, U0101, U0102, U0103, U0104, U0105, U0106, U0107, U0108, U0109,
U010a, U010b, U010c, U010d, U010e, U010f, U0110, U0111, U0112, U0113,
U0114, U0115, U0116, U0117, U0118, U0119, U011a, U011b, U011c, U011d,
U011e, U011f, U0120, U0121, U0122, U0123, U0124, U0125, U0126, U0127,
U0128, U0129, U012a, U012b, U012c, U012d, U012e, U012f, U0130, U0131,
U0132, U0133, U0134, U0135, U0136, U0137, U0138, U0139, U013a, U013b,
U013c, U013d, U013e, U013f, U0140, U0141, U0142, U0143, U0144, U0145,
U0146, U0147, U0148, U0149, U014a, U014b, U014c, U014d, U014e, U014f,
U0150, U0151, U0152, U0153, U0154, U0155, U0156, U0157, U0158, U0159,
U015a, U015b, U015c, U015d, U015e, U015f, U0160, U0161, U0162, U0163,
U0164, U0165, U0166, U0167, U0168, U0169, U016a, U016b, U016c, U016d,
U016e, U016f, U0170, U0171, U0172, U0173, U0174, U0175, U0176, U0177,
U0178, U0179, U017a, U017b, U017c, U017d, U017e, U017f, U0180, U0181,
U0182, U0183, U0184, U0185, U0186, U0187, U0188, U0189, U018a, U018b,
U018c, U018d, U018e, U018f, U0190, U0191, U0192, U0193, U0194, U0195,
U0196, U0197, U0198, U0199, U019a, U019b, U019c, U019d, U019e, U019f,
U01a0, U01a1, U01a2, U01a3, U01a4, U01a5, U01a6, U01a7, U01a8, U01a9,
U01aa, U01ab, U01ac, U01ad, U01ae, U01af, U01b0, U01b1, U01b2, U01b3,
U01b4, U01b5, U01b6, U01b7, U01b8, U01b9, U01ba, U01bb, U01bc, U01bd,
U01be, U01bf, U01c0, U01c1, U01c2, U01c3, U01c4, U01c5, U01c6, U01c7, U01c8,
U01c9, U01ca, U01cb, U01cc, U01cd, U01ce, U01cf, U01d0, U01d1, U01d2,
U01d3, U01d4, U01d5, U01d6, U01d7, U01d8, U01d9, U01da, U01db, U01dc,
U01dd, U01de, U01df, U01e0, U01e1, U01e2, U01e3, U01e4, U01e5, U01e6,
U01e7, U01e8, U01e9, U01ea, U01eb, U01ec, U01ed, U01ee, U01ef, U01f0, U01f1,
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U01f2, U01f3, U01f4, U01f5, U01f6, U01f7, U01f8, U01f9, U01fa, U01fb, U01fc,
U01fd, U01fe, U01ff, U0200, U0201, U0202, U0203, U0204, U0205, U0206, U0207,
U0208, U0209, U020a, U020b, U020c, U020d, U020e, U020f, U0210, U0211,
U0212, U0213, U0214, U0215, U0216, U0217, U0218, U0219, U021a, U021b,
U021c, U021d, U021e, U021f, U0220, U0221, U0222, U0223, U0224, U0225,
U0226, U0227, U0228, U0229, U022a, U022b, U022c, U022d, U022e, U022f,
U0230, U0231, U0232, U0233, U0234, U0235, U0236, U0237, U0238, U0239,
U023a, U023b, U023c, U023d, U023e, U023f, U0240, U0241, U0242, U0243,
U0244, U0245, U0246, U0247, U0248, U0249, U024a, U024b, U024c, U024d,
U024e, U024f, U0250, U0251, U0252, U0253, U0254, U0255, U0256, U0257,
U0258, U0259, U025a, U025b, U025c, U025d, U025e, U025f, U0260, U0261,
U0262, U0263, U0264, U0265, U0266, U0267, U0268, U0269, U026a, U026b,
U026c, U026d, U026e, U026f, U0270, U0271, U0272, U0273, U0274, U0275,
U0276, U0277, U0278, U0279, U027a, U027b, U027c, U027d, U027e, U027f,
U0280, U0281, U0282, U0283, U0284, U0285, U0286, U0287, U0288, U0289,
U028a, U028b, U028c, U028d, U028e, U028f, U0290, U0291, U0292, U0293,
U0294, U0295, U0296, U0297, U0298, U0299, U029a, U029b, U029c, U029d,
U029e, U029f, U02a0, U02a1, U02a2, U02a3, U02a4, U02a5, U02a6, U02a7,
U02a8, U02a9, U02aa, U02ab, U02ac, U02ad, U02ae, U02af, U02b0, U02b1,
U02b2, U02b3, U02b4, U02b5, U02b6, U02b7, U02b8, U02b9, U02ba, U02bb,
U02bc, U02bd, U02be, U02bf, U02c0, U02c1, U02c2, U02c3, U02c4, U02c5,
U02c6, U02c7, U02c8, U02c9, U02ca, U02cb, U02cc, U02cd, U02ce, U02cf, U02d0,
U02d1, U02d2, U02d3, U02d4, U02d5, U02d6, U02d7, U02d8, U02d9, U02da,
U02db, U02dc, U02dd, U02de, U02df, U02e0, U02e1, U02e2, U02e3, U02e4,
U02e5, U02e6, U02e7, U02e8, U02e9, U02ea, U02eb, U02ec, U02ed, U02ee, U02ef,
U02f0, U02f1, U02f2, U02f3, U02f4, U02f5, U02f6, U02f7, U02f8, U02f9, U02fa,
U02fb, U02fc, U02fd, U02fe, U02ff, U0300, U0301, U0302, U0303, U0304, U0305,
U0306, U0307, U0308, U0309, U030a, U030b, U030c, U030d, U030e, U030f,
U0310, U0311, U0312, U0313, U0314, U0315, U0316, U0317, U0318, U0319,
U031a, U031b, U031c, U031d, U031e, U031f, U0320, U0321, U0322, U0323,
U0324, U0325, U0326, U0327, U0328, U0329, U032a, U032b, U032c, U032d,
U032e, U032f, U0330, U0331, U0332, U0333, U0334, U0335, U0336, U0337,
U0338, U0339, U033a, U033b, U033c, U033d, U033e, U033f, U0340, U0341,
U0342, U0343, U0344, U0345, U0346, U0347, U0348, U0349, U034a, U034b,
U034c, U034d, U034e, U034f, U0350, U0351, U0352, U0353, U0354, U0355,
U0356, U0357, U0358, U0359, U035a, U035b, U035c, U035d, U035e, U035f,
U0360, U0361, U0362, U0363, U0364, U0365, U0366, U0367, U0368, U0369,
U036a, U036b, U036c, U036d, U036e, U036f, U0370, U0371, U0372, U0373,
U0374, U0375, U0376, U0377, U037a, U037b, U037c, U037d, U037e, U0384,
U0385, U0386, U0387, U0388, U0389, U038a, U038C, U038e, U038f, U0390,
U0391, U0392, U0393, U0394, U0395, U0396, U0397, U0398, U0399, U039a,
U039b, U039c, U039d, U039e, U039f, U03a0, U03a1, U03a3, U03a4, U03a5,
U03a6, U03a7, U03a8, U03a9, U03aa, U03ab, U03ac, U03ad, U03ae, U03af,
U03b0, U03b1, U03b2, U03b3, U03b4, U03b5, U03b6, U03b7, U03b8, U03b9,
U03ba, U03bb, U03bc, U03bd, U03be, U03bf, U03c0, U03c1, U03c2, U03c3,
U03c4, U03c5, U03c6, U03c7, U03c8, U03c9, U03ca, U03cb, U03cc, U03cd,
U03ce, U03cf, U03d0, U03d1, U03d2, U03d3, U03d4, U03d5, U03d6, U03d7,
U03d8, U03d9, U03da, U03db, U03dc, U03dd, U03de, U03df, U03e0, U03e1,
39
U03e2, U03e3, U03e4, U03e5, U03e6, U03e7, U03e8, U03e9, U03ea, U03eb,
U03ec, U03ed, U03ee, U03ef, U03f0, U03f1, U03f2, U03f3, U03f4, U03f5, U03f6,
U03f7, U03f8, U03f9, U03fa, U03fb, U03fc, U03fd, U03fe, U03ff, U0400, U0401,
U0402, U0403, U0404, U0405, U0406, U0407, U0408, U0409, U040a, U040b,
U040c, U040d, U040e, U040f, U0410, U0411, U0412, U0413, U0414, U0415,
U0416, U0417, U0418, U0419, U041a, U041b, U041c, U041d, U041e, U041f,
U0420, U0421, U0422, U0423, U0424, U0425, U0426, U0427, U0428, U0429,
U042a, U042b, U042c, U042d, U042e, U042f, U0430, U0431, U0432, U0433,
U0434, U0435, U0436, U0437, U0438, U0439, U043a, U043b, U043c, U043d,
U043e, U043f, U0440, U0441, U0442, U0443, U0444, U0445, U0446, U0447,
U0448, U0449, U044a, U044b, U044c, U044d, U044e, U044f, U0450, U0451,
U0452, U0453, U0454, U0455, U0456, U0457, U0458, U0459, U045a, U045b,
U045c, U045d, U045e, U045f, U0460, U0461, U0462, U0463, U0464, U0465,
U0466, U0467, U0468, U0469, U046a, U046b, U046c, U046d, U046e, U046f,
U0470, U0471, U0472, U0473, U0474, U0475, U0476, U0477, U0478, U0479,
U047a, U047b, U047c, U047d, U047e, U047f, U0480, U0481, U0482, U0483,
U0484, U0485, U0486, U0487, U0488, U0489, U048a, U048b, U048c, U048d,
U048e, U048f, U0490, U0491, U0492, U0493, U0494, U0495, U0496, U0497,
U0498, U0499, U049a, U049b, U049c, U049d, U049e, U049f, U04a0, U04a1,
U04a2, U04a3, U04a4, U04a5, U04a6, U04a7, U04a8, U04a9, U04aa, U04ab,
U04ac, U04ad, U04ae, U04af, U04b0, U04b1, U04b2, U04b3, U04b4, U04b5,
U04b6, U04b7, U04b8, U04b9, U04ba, U04bb, U04bc, U04bd, U04be, U04bf,
U04c0, U04c1, U04c2, U04c3, U04c4, U04c5, U04c6, U04c7, U04c8, U04c9, U04ca,
U04cb, U04cc, U04cd, U04ce, U04cf, U04d0, U04d1, U04d2, U04d3, U04d4,
U04d5, U04d6, U04d7, U04d8, U04d9, U04da, U04db, U04dc, U04dd, U04de,
U04df, U04e0, U04e1, U04e2, U04e3, U04e4, U04e5, U04e6, U04e7, U04e8, U04e9,
U04ea, U04eb, U04ec, U04ed, U04ee, U04ef, U04f0, U04f1, U04f2, U04f3, U04f4,
U04f5, U04f6, U04f7, U04f8, U04f9, U04fa, U04fb, U04fc, U04fd, U04fe, U04ff,
U0500, U0501, U0502, U0503, U0504, U0505, U0506, U0507, U0508, U0509,
U050a, U050b, U050c, U050d, U050e, U050f, U0510, U0511, U0512, U0513,
U0514, U0515, U0516, U0517, U0518, U0519, U051a, U051b, U051c, U051d,
U051e, U051f, U0520, U0521, U0522, U0523, U0524, U0525, U0526, U0527,
U0531, U0532, U0533, U0534, U0535, U0536, U0537, U0538, U0539, U053a,
U053b, U053c, U053d, U053e, U053f, U0540, U0541, U0542, U0543, U0544,
U0545, U0546, U0547, U0548, U0549, U054a, U054b, U054c, U054d, U054e,
U054f, U0550, U0551, U0552, U0553, U0554, U0555, U0556, U0559, U055a,
U055b, U055c, U055d, U055e, U055f, U0561, U0562, U0563, U0564, U0565,
U0566, U0567, U0568, U0569, U056a, U056b, U056c, U056d, U056e, U056f,
U0570, U0571, U0572, U0573, U0574, U0575, U0576, U0577, U0578, U0579,
U057a, U057b, U057c, U057d, U057e, U057f, U0580, U0581, U0582, U0583,
U0584, U0585, U0586, U0587, U0589, U058a, U058F, U0591, U0592, U0593,
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